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At the beginning of March, life in the UK was still close to normal, albeit
with heightened awareness of Covid-19’s threat and approach, plus a
focus on hand-washing. But from Monday, 16 through into mid-April as
peak announced hospital deaths approached, there was frenetic activity
within UK manufacturing. This was evident all the way from top-level
OEMs, right through the multiple tiers of the supply chain network on
which they draw. Within Machinery’s sphere of interest, it was ventilators
and personal protection equipment (PPE – most typically face shields/
visors) that were the top-line products spurring action. The urgency
during this period was driven by the looming possibility of too many
patients and not enough equipment, most critically the availability of
ventilators. We capture here the mood of those four key weeks
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Engineering Heroes
There is no other story that
Machinery could have led
with this issue but engineering
and manufacturing industry’s
response to the government’s call
for its help in providing
ventilators and personal
protective equipment.
Across 10 pages we celebrate the four manic weeks that
saw a race to avoid the possibility of the NHS being overwhelmed
by critically ill Covid-19 patients,
due to insufficient numbers of
ventilators to support them. The
experience of Italy and the related news report images were all
anybody needed to understand
what that might look like.
While we have captured the
efforts in this magazine’s sector,
our publisher, MA Business, has
many engineering titles that cover
the wider picture. So, as part of
an initiative to make sure that all
these efforts are not forgotten,
we have collectively launched the
Engineering Heroes campaign to
celebrate the people, companies
and technologies that have been
part of UK engineering’s massive
contribution during this time.
To get involved, show your
support or submit stories, visit:

www.engineeringheroes.co.uk.
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Four manic weeks
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ens Bleher, CEO of Fritz Studer AG
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that thealbeit with heightened awareness
company
hadon
achieved
the third-best But from Monday, 16 through
of Covid-19’s threat and approach, plus
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annual turnover in the
into mid-April as peak announced hospital deaths approached, there was frenetic activity within
company's history
UK manufacturing. This was evident
allyear,
theand
way
from
top-level
OEMs, right through the multiple
last
that,
despite
difficult market
the cylindrical
grinding machine
tiers of the supply chain network onconditions,
which they
draw. Within
Machinery’s sphere of interest, it was
manufacturer had increased its market
ventilators and personal protectionshare
equipment
(PPE – most typically face shields/visors) that were
again. One reason for its success is
the The
high proportion
new customers,
at
the top-line products spurring action.
urgencyofduring
this period
was driven by the
almost 40%, it was underlined. Increased
looming possibility of too many patients and not enough equipment, most critically
market share is again forecast for this year.
the availability of ventilators. We capture
mood ofchief
those
Sandro here
Bottazzo,the
the company's
strategyfour key weeks
officer, noted that in North America Studer achieved
Andrew Allcock, editor
the second best result in the company's 100-year
he NHS started out with 5,900 ventilators, with history,
the government
while in the
widely
Asian region
in particular,
VentilatorChallengeUK
consortium. In fact, that
incomingaorders
for internal
cylindrical
grinding
reported as having requested a further 30,000 following
Monday,
16
same
21 April
newspaper report highlighted that
held at the “high
level of 2018”.
But
March request for industrial help, although in anmachines
article of were
Sunday,
the consortium
had received
government backing
5 April, The Guardian had this: “The sheer scale of the challenge is one reason
to buy 11m components.
In turn, metal component makers called upon
why the government has put in place orders that would lead to the delivery of
at least 61,000 machines [ventilators] – far more than are supposedly
material, cutting tool, workholding and machine tool suppliers to help them
required [www.is.gd/pocelu]." And on Monday,
gear up to produce, with tales of responses within hours
“The sheer scale of the challenge is common. Weekend working was widely undertaken.
6 April, Machinery was told that the AMRC
one reason why the government has
understood that the VentilatorChallengeUK effort
For face shields, the 3D printer came into its own, with
was a 50,000-unit affair – the AMRC being part of put in place orders that would lead
3D-printing bureaux, printer manufacturers and suppliers,
to the delivery of at least 61,000
the government's High Value Manufacturing
together with individuals with their own home units, all
machines [ventilators] – far more
Catapult (HVMC) network that led
stepping up to produce them by, collectively, the
VentilatorChallengeUK. That challenge was focused than are supposedly required.”
thousand. Even the Royal Mint set itself up to make visors,
on two existing designs, one each from Penlon
not by 3D printing it has to be said. Again, online designs
and Smiths Medical. Of course, there was the Dyson ventilator design, the
were made freely available to support a global effort.
GTech design and numerous others that appeared in the UK during this period,
In our April issue, we said that communication and collaboration would be
let alone globally, with some designs made available free, including GTEch’s.
our most powerful tools in this crisis; and so it has proved to be. Official
But it was VentilatorChallengeUK that was the main game, albeit that even by
collaboration has been engendered via the HVMC and its member
21 April, only 250 had been delivered by this consortium, reported
organisations’ linked OEMs and supply chain partners. This also included
The Guardian (www.is.gd/faduso) – the UK passed the peak of announced
representative organisations such as the British turned part makers'
hospital deaths on 21 April, peak UK new cases was on 19 April.
organisation, the BTMA, and supply chain organisation the GTMA.
So, taking that 61,000 figure, it is no surprise that it seemed that a very
While larger organisations issued traditional press material that found its
large number of component suppliers were pitching in to help the top level
way onto websites, including Machinery’s, wider collaboration as and when in
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the wider supply chain
surfaced on social media
platforms, predominantly
LinkedIn
LinkedIn.
In amongst the more usual
company promotional messages, postings about
collaboration plus celebration of effort and
success broke through in volume. Industry was
keen, indeed happy, to put its shoulder to the
wheel and make common cause with, and give
support to, peers via LinkedIn posts.
In this article, Machinery draws heavily on that
medium to shine a light on the many companies
putting in literally life-saving effort. Those fleeting
glimpses of action in short-lived social media
posts are captured here as a more permanent
record of what was a historic, once-in-a-lifetime,
and hopefully once-in-a-century, collective
response to a grave national challenge.
This snapshot of manufacturing activity at
OEMs, component makers and manufacturing
technology makers and suppliers covers a period
of four weeks up to the Easter break of 10, 11,
12, 13 April, with a small adendum of post-Easter
news. It captures both the growing effort and the
changing concerns as, first, there’s a national call
to action, then top-level OEM groups established,
product designs finessed, component suppliers
sought, who in turn need cutting tools,
workholding, machines and material. And there
are the individual efforts, too. Those using 3D
printers at home, for example. It is a
collective national effort not seen
since World War II. It isn’t the whole
story, but it shows the frenetic activity
that was ongoing leading up to what
was seen as a critical point. Links to the
original posts and website articles are given.
Apologies to the many companies that played
their part but who are not mentioned here. Also,
while these news snippets are grouped by week,
there is the potential for spill-over between weeks,
as posts and stories are not necessarily concurrent
with action.

Week beginning Monday, 16 March
● Start of 'work from home, if you can' – PM Boris
Johnson: “We need people to start working from
home where they possibly can. And you should
avoid pubs, clubs, theatres and other such social
venues.” www.is.gd/gufiwe
● Government calls on manufacturers to help
produce more ventilators. The number available to
the NHS stood at 5,900, a figure of 30,000 is
widely reported as ordered/required. BEIS asks
prospective companies to log their interest in
helping via a website. www.is.gd/nehesa
● “More than 60 manufacturers have been sent a
blueprint for making up to 20,000 ventilators to
treat coronavirus patients,” reports The Guardian.
www.is.gd/ecihod
● Home appliance maker GTech develops a
ventilator after company owner Nick Grey was
contacted by Gareth Rhys Williams, government
chief commercial officer, in the early hours of
Sunday, 15 March. www.is.gd/zixoko (video:
www.is.gd/efeyat)
● Citizen Machinery UK managing director Edward
James highlights normal working, in accordance
with government advice (www.is.gd/mevoti), adds
stock machines available to those making
“ventilators, respirators, PPE or any other items
which are in high demand”. www.is.gd/paguji
● Ward CNC says: “We are putting procedures
in place to ensure that we are able to retain the
high standard of service and customer support
that you would expect from us.”
www.is.gd/ugoquk
● EDM Zone says it has already received requests
for components and tooling relating to the Covid19 fight. www.is.gd/pesawa

● Mills CNC reveals Covid-19 working parameters
for the company and visitors (in later statement of
2 April says majority of services continue as
normal). www.is.gd/majafo

Week beginning Monday, 23 March
Boris Johnson: “From this evening
[Monday, 23 March] I must give the
British people a very simple
instruction – you must stay at home.”
● ‘Stay at home. Protect the NHS. Save lives’
period starts. www.is.gd/epuyun
● Cutting tool expert Ceratizit UK & Ireland makes
six-point offer to makers of ventilators or other
medical equipment. www.is.gd/vuguyi
● DMG Mori temporarily shuts down its European
production plants and selected sales, plus service
companies. www.is.gd/liruku
● Composites and advanced materials precision
slitting company Bindatex, 3D-printing technology
specialist Stratasys and automated
communications specialist ANT Telecom are
among the latest companies to join the fight
against the Covid-19 pandemic, with medical
parts manufacture and personnel, lone-worker
monitoring solutions. www.is.gd/resabi
● Autodesk offers free and extended access to
cloud collaboration products. www.is.gd/ixixek
● Europa Tool offers free tooling to those engaged
in the effort to produce NHS medical ventilators.
www.is.gd/agiwoj
● Carfulan Group makes its multi-sensor
metrology, 3D-printing and optical measurement
technology available for subcontracting work to
help ease the pressure heaped on UK
manufacturers. www.is.gd/gojonu

Titanium Machining
to Perfection

For more information:
cutting.tools/en/monstermill-tcr

MonsterMill TCR – ensuring
service life and process reliability
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● The Manufacturing Technologies Association
publishes information on Covid-19 for
manufacturers. www.is.gd/idokir
● Lang Technik says it is operating normally,
remote working, but stocks available in warehouse
(below). www.is.gd/muneda

● Aston Martin Red Bull Racing, BWT Racing
Point F1 Team, Haas F1 Team, McLaren F1 Team,
Mercedes-AMG Petronas F1 Team, Renault
DP World F1 Team and ROKiT Williams
Racing have formed a collective to
support ‘Project Pitlane’, a three-pronged
effort that includes the delivery of
respiratory devices to support the national
need (but its resulting design is ultimately not
taken forward). www.is.gd/ayuros
● Eclipse Magnetics says it is still working as
usual “through a great combination of teamwork,
altered work patterns, and technology”.
www.is.gd/ecigov

● The Guardian & others report that government
has ordered 10,000 ventilators from Dyson
(subject to design qualification), which developed
its CoVent in under a fortnight and says it could
start producing them within weeks.
www.is.gd/goqume (Full article about its
development: The Observer: www.is.gd/eritoc)
● Machine Tool Sales Online offers to lend to any
UK company involved in the manufacture of Covid19-related emergency medical equipment quality
used CNC or manual machine tools and/or
engineering equipment. www.is.gd/upupes
● XYZ Machine Tools makes available, on loan,
any machine from its stock to support the fight
against Coronavirus. www.is.gd/cumida
● 8,000 ventilators available to NHS patients
with another 8,000 to be produced by existing
manufacturers within the next few weeks, as car
maker car maker Rolls-Royce joins ventilator effort
(27 March, ITV News report). www.is.gd/bexicu
● US machine tool maker Haas Automation Inc
issues a statement about its factory, which is
continuing operations and supplying machines
and parts globally. www.is.gd/icawux

● Ward CNC reminds users that its Hartford
machines benefit from Hartford Connect remote
assistance capability. www.is.gd/wahuru
● Trumpf says MyTRUMPF portal remains open
24/7. www.is.gd/yihepo
● ABB makes digital services available free of
charge until the end of 2020 to help customers
maintain production while many employees are
working remotely. www.is.gd/vijiwu
● Hexagon Manufacturing Intelligence offers free
elearning and online training. www.is.gd/isurab
● Storage Theory & BeraTek Industries
demonstrates
(right) how it has
optimised space
on its Stratasys
Fortus 450mc 3D
printer to more
efficiently and
speedily make
face shields for
healthcare
workers.
www.is.gd/yesiwe

Machining professionals
choose MultiLock
The exchangeable head system for advanced users
reduces tool costs and increases performance
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● 3T Additive Manufacturing has delivered its first
face visors, using components designed by Prusa
Research and shared with the world free of
charge. www.is.gd/hicepa
● Midlands Aerospace Alliance reveals
Covid-19 business impact survey results.
www.is.gd/ronero
● HCM Engineering details safe working steps
taken while staying open for business.
www.is.gd/useguz

P S Marsden: “Prototype drawings
for ventilator components received at
11:00 AM [Sunday, 22 March],
finished components by 4:00 PM.
Going to be another long day
tomorrow with delivery early Monday
for various components to allow the
customer to make a first
demonstrator ventilator.”
● P S Marsden (Precision Engineers) describes
the pace of work (above). www.is.gd/eyujog
● Qualiturn thanks Star Micronics, LNS Europe,
ARNO UK and Filtermist for support in delivering
equipment fast to support “critically needed
medical parts”. www.is.gd/azisex

Week beginning Monday, 30 March
● The VentilatorChallengeUK Consortium
led by Dick Elsy, CEO of High Value
Manufacturing (HVM) Catapult, is
announced on Monday. The development of
a new ventilator based on an existing
design (Penlon) is the focus of the
statement. Formal orders from the
government for in excess of 10,000 units
have been received. But Smiths Medical's
paraPAC plus ventilator (Continuous Positive
Airway Pressure – CPAP design) will also be

For more information:
cutting.tools/en/multilock
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boosted, with the release indicating the consortium
will supply 5,000 of these, while Smiths' own
supply will be increased. www.is.gd/udixic
● The Guardian reports, Sunday, 29 March that
the UK has 8,175 ventilators but that government
has called for 30,000 to be made in weeks.
www.is.gd/dawabe
● A CPAP device, which delivers oxygen into the
lungs without the need for an invasive ventilator,
has been developed by engineers from UCL
(University College London), Mercedes-AMG High
Performance Powertrains and clinicians at UCLH.
www.is.gd/ewoken
● Protolabs, a digital manufacturer of prototypes
and low-volume production parts, is using its 3D
printing, CNC machining and injection moulding
expertise to 3D-print ‘Charlotte’ valves (below),
supplying Italian firm Isinnova, which is producing
kits that can be used to create a non-invasive
ventilator mask that will help save lives.
www.is.gd/imuhuv

● News from America says global 3D printer expert
Stratasys has brought together a coalition of
organisations there to produce face shields,
leveraging 3D printers, with 150 firms now involved
www.is.gd/ujogal

Royal Mint: "We'll keep going to
help protect as many NHS Heroes as
we possibly can."
● Royal Mint production line up and running; first
box of NHS-approved Royal Mint Medical Visors
ready for dispatch, with one every 25 seconds
produced soon after. www.is.gd/jitojo

● One of the Project Pitlane strands, a breathing
aid that can help keep Covid-19 patients out of
intensive care, adapted by mechanical engineers
at UCL and clinicians at UCLH working with
Mercedes-AMG High Performance Powertrains, has
been approved for use in the NHS. It took fewer
than 100 hours from the initial meeting to
production of the first device. www.is.gd/jogije
● Technoset/Technoturn have been working over
the weekend, getting machines ready to produce
ventilator components – three different part
numbers totalling 96,000 parts (below).
www.is.gd/ririxa

● Having reopened a factory and recalled 50
furloughed workers, JCB is ready to begin
manufacturing of housings to support Dyson’s
ventilator effort (this design will not be favoured by
government, however). www.is.gd/qemaqu
● 3D-printing specialist SYS Systems has
launched a project to create protective face shields
for NHS workers and is inviting manufacturers with
3D printers to pitch in. www.is.gd/acujev
● Ceratizit UK & Ireland’s Tool-o-Mat service
engineer Chris Horn's son, Jonty Horn, got busy at
the weekend 3D printing at home to help out NHS
staff with PPE. www.is.gd/sicipa
● In-Comm Training to deliver all courses via a
virtual platform, giving its 750 learners access to
trainers and assessors. www.is.gd/eriwit

● Citizen Machinery UK managing director Edward
James has seen his social media post of 16 March
highlighting normal working at the company and
machine availability hit home with one of the
company’s 4,000 LinkedIn followers responding
and ordering two Cincom sliding-head machines.
Other orders have followed in similar vein.
www.is.gd/jipoto

● SRB-Griturn: “Last load of flow meters going into
anodiser for today. Hope they help in the fight
against Coronavirus. Over 1,200 units so for
today.” www.is.gd/obojib

● The National 3D Printing Society has partnered
with Medical Supply Drive UK to help co-ordinate
the production and distribution of key PPE
equipment to the frontline medical staff and is
looking for people to help with the printing of this
equipment. www.is.gd/ayicef & www.is.gd/vazoto

● Freeform Technology puts out urgent request for
M20x0.8 thread plug gauge required for ventilator
production – 6-8-week quoted lead time too long.
Answered within the day. www.is.gd/egugav

● Rawwater Engineering Company: “Our
3D-printed ‘ClikFit’ visor for front-line healthcare
staff is currently on wearability and functionality
trials in the community.” www.is.gd/ufijef

Four brands –
a complete
product spectrum

Always the ideal cutting tool solution
for every metal cutting application

For more information:
cuttingtools.ceratizit.com
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● Carfulan Group hopes to produce 300 visors/
week, calls for others to join 3D-printing effort,
Browne & Holmes (Tamworth) signs up.
www.is.gd/legufi
● Martin Aerospace. “The company was proud to
be asked last week to help support the NHS with
manufacturing ventilator components. Delighted to
say from seeing the drawings for the first time at
the start of the week, we are now ready to ship the
first batch.” www.is.gd/apidip

● Ward CNC highlights (above) that Takisawa
Taiwan is leading a group of 26 manufacturing
companies in creating and building a mask
production line in Taiwan. The group is planning to
have 13 million masks ready for people all over
the world in early April. www.is.gd/raxuko
● Lang Technik UK provides workholding to Derby
company making ventilators. Supplied same day
as ordered. www.is.gd/opagoz
● Swifttool Precision Engineering is making
ventilator parts, working round the clock.
www.is.gd/isizij image
● Kingsbury introduces Flexible Asset Rental
programme to help companies get extra capacity
without full investment. www.is.gd/lahere
● Coventry-based Kite Packaging has used its
team of 12 engineers to design concepts for a
protective face visor for the NHS, with a prototype
tested locally by medics the previous weekend

and a target of 10,000 units despatched in seven
days. www.is.gd/ezalan
● University of Wolverhampton Racing is
3D-printing face visors, supplying to second-line
staff while it awaits approval for first line.
www.is.gd/upezur
● Panel Graphics says Norfolk & Norwich
University Hospital has placed order for 10,000 of
its Covid-19 face shields, adding to the Norfolk
County Council order of 20,000 (who asked the
firm to make face shields first) plus 75,000 face
shields sold since social media posts went live
yesterday. Zero profit effort. www.
www.is.gd/xayogo

● CNF Precision installs machines to support
ventilator manufacturing. That’s three in a week:
one by Matsuura MAM72-35V 32-pallet 5-axis;
one by Matsuura MX330 10-pallet 5-axis; and one
by Citizen A20 with LFV. www.is.gd/lopure
● JLR working on face visor design. Ambition is to
3D-print 1,300/week, aspires to mass production,
shipping to NHS trusts. www.is.gd/opahik

FGP Systems: “10.00 am yesterday
we were asked to support Ventilator
manufacture. Today material
delivered, parts in manufacture.”

● Facility signage expert Brady Corporation is
offering free downloads for Covid-19 signs from its
website. www.is.gd/ecoxoh

● FGP Systems gets into ventilator part
manufacturing fast, following request and material
delivery (above). www.is.gd/ilipag

● Cambridge Precision is supplying Formet UK,
which is supplying essential equipment to
establish the NHS Nightingale Field Hospital.
www.is.gd/okiwiv

● Bedford CNC draws breath after receiving order
on Monday and delivering parts the same week for
a ventilator prototype. www.is.gd/cudoge

● Ellesco thanks principal Timesavers for
continuing to work; delivers machine to customer
for essential parts manufacturing for NHS.
www.is.gd/afitij

Sodi-Tech“We recommend that you
leave your Sodick machines on
during this period. Please leave your
machine ‘sourced on’ and ‘powered
off’ until you are ready to use it
again.”
● Sodi-Tech EDM offers advice for customers not
running their Sodick EDM machines (above).
www.is.gd/raduxu
● Engineering Technology Group reports its stock
of 3D printers is making critical medical parts.
www.is.gd/onecob

Ultimate. Universal.
Ultra-quick.

● Exactform reports delivery of bespoke PCD
reamers for customers making ventilators; 48
hours' work to make. Says will support others
similarly. www.is.gd/sebihi
● ELE Advanced Technologies, a manufacturer of
turbine components for aerospace and industrial
gas turbine industries, says that it has produced
its first prototype headband for protective face
shields. www.is.gd/fesova
● Hanson Springs: “Have been producing many
thousands of ventilator and oxygen regulator
springs over the past 3 weeks.” www.is.gd/yasayi
● Rolls-Royce manager thanks spring companies
for efforts in supporting UkVentilatorChallenge –
G&O Springs, Micro Spring & Presswork, Clifford
Springs, Goss Springs and Davies Springs.
www.is.gd/quyuke

For more information:
cutting.tools/en/silverline
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● JCB World Parts Centre has donated face
masks and 8,000 pairs of gloves to the Royal
Stoke Hospital. www.is.gd/hipivu

● Ventilator alternative (not requiring intubation)
being considered by Marshall Aerospace &
Defence Group. A modern-day ‘iron lung’, ‘exovent’
is a negative pressure ventilator – 5,000 exovents
per week is the target. www.is.gd/iridel

● Cutting tool maker Quickgrind reports fast
turnaround of tooling for ventilator part
manufacture. www.is.gd/itikuz
● Rotec Engineering supports ventilator
component manufacturer with 24/7 working and
retooled machines diverted to the task.
www.is.gd/acutoj
● Perfect Bore shows how it is keeping workers
safe, erecting barriers between machining
stations, while its personnel continue performing
machining operations side by side.
www.is.gd/zihihi
● Velocetec: “Ventilator component order
received 19.00 hrs Friday. Material ordered
Saturday morning. Thanks to Thyssenkrupp for
fast-tracking the first batch of material ready for us
to collect Monday morning. Today we dispatch the
first 100 of 14,000 parts.” www.is.gd/esolow
● JCB sets up food aid operations around
factories in the UK and India (below).
www.is.gd/kibeyo

Boneham & Turner: “We are deep
into shift two with six of our CNCs
maxing out on ventilator parts. Our
terrific team have been flexible,
committed and passionate
throughout.”
● Boneham & Turner is part of the ventilator
component-making band of firms (above).
www.is.gd/ekopof
● Inspire 3D is printing visors and says: “Another
day another 83 done, over 125 in total now.”
www.is.gd/udigoq
● AE Aerospace celebrates making parts for the
VentilatorChallengeUK effort and highlights one
employee "who has entered the 12 weeks
isolation, due to family issues, but is busy
finishing ventilator parts at home."
www.is.gd/yugeba

● Nuneaton-based Reginson Engineering has
installed the UK's first Citizen Cincom A320-VII
with LFV to support urgent critical component
manufacturing for VentilatorChallengeUK.
www.is.gd/esifoq
● Cutwel offers free sample tooling to any
company making ventilators. www.is.gd/akedac
● Maztech Precision: “So proud of team. In the
last two days, we have been changing over our
production to make critical ventilator components.
As of today, we are now running split shifts 24/7
to keep all of the machines running, so we can
keep up with demand.” www.is.gd/fexoco
● HCM Engineering staff have designed and
3D-printed care worker face visors after viewing
video sent by company’s MD. www.is.gd/ehucag
● Broadway Engineering is supporting the
VentillatorChallengeUK with the production of
components. www.is.gd/eyigax
● Sub CNC Precision reports a busy week making
medical components. www.is.gd/oloqus

Intec Laser Services: “In a matter of
days, we will contribute to having
250 new ventilators sat by the
bedsides of Covid-19 patients; in a
matter of weeks we will have
contributed to a total of 3,750.”

● Unicut Precision is participating with a
consortium of precision engineering companies,
producing components for the
VentilatorChallengeUK www.is.gd/tazefu
VentilatorChallengeUK.
● Micron Workholding reports: “We have already
started to make parts for ventilators, we are here
to help and will switch from production of our
MicroLoc Workholding Systems for any urgent
ventilator parts.” www.is.gd/evimuk
● A weekend of work ahead, reports Vixen CNC,
making critical medical parts on the company’s
Star SR20R IV fitted with high pressure coolant.
www.is.gd/uverad

● Intec Laser Services says that after almost a
week of negotiations, it has been selected as one
of the companies to support the VentilatorChallengeUK project (above). www.is.gd/ojewug
● Leader CNC Technologies installs two horizontal
machining centres in Scotland in support or
ventilator parts' production. www.is.gd/epubal
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● Stratos Precision Engineering says (below):
“In just two days we've machined almost 6,000
acetal parts and have been inspecting these to
within 2 microns to ensure supreme accuracy.”
is.gd/uticip
www.is.gd/uticip

customers feeding into much-needed health
equipment. www.is.gd/mawiza

resilience to the long-term impact of coronavirus
and similar future situations.” www.is.gd/xasiku

“This advice is not a request; it is an
instruction. Stay at home. Protect
lives and then you will be doing your
part,” says Matt Hancock, Health
Secretary.

● Qualiturn thanks Horn Cutting Tools for rapid
response to tooling needs for critical medical
parts. www.is.gd/imekey
● More than 400,000 surgical masks, donated
by Airbus to the NHS, were collected on Friday
from Airbus’ Broughton plant. Airbus has
established an ‘air-bridge’ to China, using Airbus
test aircraft, to bring large quantities of surgical
masks to Europe. www.is.gd/ipanif
● Financial Times article highlights global
ventilator initiatives, says that competition
between existing and new makers for scarce
components could be a pinch point.
www.is.gd/cidita

● Request to stay at home strengthened on
Friday, 3 April (above). www.is.gd/nakipi

Week beginning 6 April
● Weekend working on ventilator components
celebrated at Velocetec Engineering – “keeping
the manufacture of 14,000 ventilator parts
running”. www.is.gd/fiviwi

● Ireland-headquartered Medtronic shares design
specifications for its leading ventilator in a bid to
overcome global shortages in response to the
coronavirus. www.is.gd/misuce

● CNF Precision Engineering thanks Matsuura for
service to keep ventilator production running.
“At 7:30 pm Sunday eve, our MAM72-35V had
a fault while running critical ventilator parts.
A quick call to Dom [Seminerio] and an
engineer was on the phone talking us through
it.” www.is.gd/ozozed

● Plymplastics Injection Moulding offers moulding
capacity to those having switched to medical
products but still requiring their own moulded
parts. www.is.gd/wolayi

● Qualiturn MD Nicholas Groom puts urgent
shout-out for raw material, two tonnes of 21 mm
(or 7/8”) 303 drawn H9 for medical parts. Issue
addressed same day of post. www.is.gd/zeluya

● NCMT shares Okuma president’s letter
confirming it is operating and producing
machines. www.is.gd/yefiwi

● Defence firm Babcock says it will be make
10,000 ventilators in partnership with Draeger.
www.is.gd/ekimuw

● MTC engineers, with medical practitioners,
Rolls-Royce and supported by Innovate UK has,
over the previous week, prototyped, developed
and seen operational a fast-make intubation
shield for use with ventilators. www.is.gd/fikire

● Renishaw is seven-day running production of
critical parts for medical ventilators in
Gloucestershire and South Wales as part of
VentilatorChallengeUK (above). www.is.gd/ubolus

● Sheet metal worker KMF provides update,
saying it is working but prioritising components for

● The government (3 April) unveils a £20m fund
to support “Businesses to help boost the UK’s

● PK Engineering reports weekend operation has
produced 4,000 parts on five Citizen sliding-head
machines. www.is.gd/ozatuw
● 3T Additive says 16,000 components printed:
“Started printing on Friday across 20+ EOS
machines, to be delivered for assembly in just
five days.” Items are for project Pitlane

Different materials,
different requirements –
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ventilators, the effort powered by seven F1 teams
that will not ultimately be carried through.
www.is.gd/ijunud
● Harlow College has been 3D-printing face visors
but needs raw material, so puts out a call for
0.5 mm PET or similar. www.is.gd/akanay

Paragon Precision: “We phoned with
an urgent requirement, they were
able to cut and have the material
ready for us to collect within 15
minutes.”
● Paragon Precision Products thanks local Milton
Keynes-based metals supplier Metals Express
(above). www.is.gd/avuhah
● Ward Hi-Tech posts update on operations,
remains “fully operational and committed to
offering the same high levels of sales, service and
support to all of our customers”.
www.is.gd/ajujov
● MRT Castings, an established producer of parts
for ventilators, reports ramped-up production and
thanks employees and business partners that
allowed it to "make things that a few weeks ago
would have seemed impossible, possible.”
www.is.gd/tacivi
● AAG (AXYZ Automation Group), comprised of
AXYZ Routers, WARDJet Waterjets and CNCShop,
has created an online group called Fabricators
Fighting Covid-19 on LinkedIn. www.is.gd/goxowo
● CNC machining platform Orderfox.com now
available free for all buyers and manufacturers of
CNC-machined parts. www.is.gd/olaxux
● Haas Automation engineer sets up own home
3D printer to help out the University Of East Anglia,
which asked if anyone could help 3D-print masks
and other equipment. www.is.gd/fujozo
197x30 MTSO MMT strips 2
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● High Value Manufacturing catapult members
aid UK ventilator manufacturing effort, with their
input explained in detail, taking in expertise,
facilities, loan technology and manufacturing
capacity. www.is.gd/tedilu
● CAD engineers at Maldon-Essex-based
Blackman & White have created a face visor that
is made from polycarbonate or acetate and the
firm is looking to utilise spare capacity in its demo
room. www.is.gd/sekaso
● Made in the Midlands (MIM) puts out call to
members for laser cutting capacity to support
ventilator part manufacture at Central Scanning.
www.is.gd/johifi

and production continuing in the US, financing
packages under review to offer investment
support, Haas exhibition machines offered at
ex-demo prices. www.is.gd/ixapaf
● Qualiturn adds to its machining capacity, aided
by Star Micronics. Managing director Nick Groom
says: I know my Qualiturn team are great at
producing a high demand medical product. I need
to help make more, faster. Call to Stephen Totty @
Star Micronics GB yesterday [Monday], today the
machine arrived. Within days this will be in
production of medical critical parts. I don’t see it a
gamble when I know these parts made will save
life.” www.is.gd/gacasa

● Tri-Tech 3D & sister company 3D Print Bureau
report use of their Stratasys Fortus 450s, having
worked non-stop over the weekend in production
of visors for NHS frontline workers.
www.is.gd/oyagibi
● Micron Workholding reports: “Ventilator
production run now going 24/7 on the Matsuura
H+300 machine, fully equipped with five
MicroLoc Cubes. Forty parts coming off per
load! We can do this! I’m not doing sales visits
at the moment, so am going to run the night
shift instead,” says Matt Jennis.
www.is.gd/hEsMc7
● McLaren Racing puts out a call for suppliers
that can offer “plastic (TPX) machining of an
injection moulded part. Mostly simple features
and some part-hand-tapped features”.
www.is.gd/equpej
● Haas Automation UK update on activities,
includes “established a team of regionally-based
critical response engineers”, headquarters
operating on a reduced manning level using
remote working staff, remote customer training
provision coming, stocks of machines available

● Light-hearted update from Paragon Precision
Engineering shows company parrot observing the
shopfloor (above). Medical and a variety of other
components still running 24 hours a day at the
firm. www.is.gd/qupisa
● Design of the
new CPAP
breathing aid
(right) developed
by engineers at
UCL and
Mercedes-AMG
High
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Performance Powertrains, working with clinicians
at UCLH, is made freely available.
www.is.gd/tikisu
● Handwashing is important, but keep your
metrology equipment clean, too, advises Hexagon
Manufacturing Intelligence, issuing a guide on how
to properly clean and disinfect Absolute Arms.
www.is.gd/mehocu
● Reginson Engineering despatches first 30,000
parts in support of VentilatorChallengeUK.
www.is.gd/onujoh
● Director at Total Metal Products, manufacturer
of stretch bending and roll forming equipment,
thanks workforce for volunteering to put in a
weekend of work to make tooling for companies
manufacturing life-saving equipment.
www.is.gd/dayuzi

FGP Systems: “We received
enquiries for quotes on Wednesday.
Purchase order placed on us to
support the manufacture of
ventilator parts on Wednesday
afternoon. Material delivered
Thursday, machine programmed and
ready to go. A massive thank you to
all those FGP personnel who have
helped run this process, including
double-shift working at FGP Systems
through Saturday and Sunday,
allowing us to release our first 2,000
parts within four days. Parts left at
midday today [Monday] and start a
7-hour car journey to where they can
be assembled and made into
complete ventilators for our NHS.”
● FGP Systems celebrates delivery of parts within
four days. Says another order, for 4,000, is now in
progress (above). www.is.gd/ibefiz
197x30 MTSO MMT strips 2
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● Numatic International is now producing 10,000
face shields a day for NHS staff. www.is.gd/segino
● Wilson Manufacturing gets to work over the
weekend just gone, making ventilator parts,
thanks go to many (below). www.is.gd/onigux
● Manchester-based Vyaire Medical celebrates
assembly of 50 of its Bellavist 1000 ventilators in
a single day. The company is a subsidiary of a US
parent company. www.is.gd/tajanu

● 3T Additive says that 16,000 3D-printed
ventilator components will leave the firm in one
day. www.is.gd/jesige
● Machine Tools Online highlights the shipment
of another FOC machine stock machine. “And
there goes another stock machine being loaned
out, FOC, to a subcontractor in Gloucestershire,
who’s making medical parts for the Covid-19
crisis. This time it’s a 2-axis, Hardinge Cobra 42
CNC lathe with a toolholder package.” (below)
www.is.gd/zefozu

● Mapal UK reports it is supporting ventilator
manufacturing via the supply of required reamers.
www.is.gd/inayum
● BAE Systems says its Air sector employees,
who normally produce parts for combat aircraft
including Eurofighter Typhoon, and Submarines
business are 3D-printing parts for a newly
designed face shields. In addition, it is sourcing
tens of thousands of additional face shields
through its supply chain to distribute to the NHS.
BAE Systems will deliver more than 120,000 face
shields to the NHS during April. www.is.gd/inilod
● Secretary of State for DBIS, The Rt Hon Alok
Sharma, says manufacturing is critical part of the
economy in a public letter. www.is.gd/foyaso
● Bespoke ventilator tool production on Walter
tool grinding machines by GT Grinding in under 24
hours celebrated. www.is.gd/wagama
● Cutting tool supplier Stocdon reassures
customers that it remains operational.
www.is.gd/cusesu
● MEC Medical has ramped up ventilator hose
manufacture 1,000+/day, citing health
professional that notes missing connections:
“I have heard that some trusts are receiving vital
equipment without the most vital parts – medical
gas hoses.” www.is.gd/ehoter

● Rolls-Royce is to “gradually” restart operations
at Derby civil aerospace and defence divisions in,
according to a union that represents its workers,
says Derbytelegraph.co.uk on 8 April.
www.is.gd/sijaro
● Maydown International Tools highlights how it is
helping customers tool up to make medical parts.
www.is.gd/alogos
● MP Engineering namechecks suppliers that
have helped it deliver machined ventilator
components. ITC, Matrix Tooling Services and
GF Machining included. www.is.gd/zidayi
● Newfield Fabrications thanks staff. “The
dedication of our team and their tireless hard work
over the weekend and coming days will enable the
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first 2,000 frames, which is 500 kits to build
emergency hospital beds, to be out the door by
Thursday.” www.is.gd/ifapus
● Cambridge Precision is following the rules.
“Social distancing in use at CPL, keeping our staff
safe whilst busy making components for medical
equipment,” the company reports, complete with
photo (below). www.is.gd/ovuxon

compared to 300 sourced from China over the
weekend [they will subsequently be rejected]."

Post Easter – ventilator deliveries start,
overwhelming demand fear passes
● Tuesday, 14 April, Dyson provides a video update
(www.is.gd/niyavu) on the progress of its new design,
The CoVent. But a 10,000-unit UK order is not won.
● VentilatorChallengeUK tweaked Penlon design
official approval announced on Thursday, 16 April,
with first deliveries already en route.
"The first shipment of #ventilators leaves Penlon
Ltd for the #NHS (top, next column) – thank you to
everyone up and down the country who has been
working to make this a reality. Every ventilator made
is a life potentially saved," a LinkedIn post of the
same date reads. www.is.gd/nayano

● Vixen CNC night-time check recorded. “Back in
work tonight, checking the machines making parts
for the unnamed coordinator for the UK
government ventilator consortium, proud to be a
part of the challenge.” www.is.gd/oyewap
● As we approach the Easter weekend, The
Guardian reports (www.is.gd/ihowoh): “NHS is
scrambling to get foreign-made ventilators into
hospitals, so that there are enough available
ahead of the estimated peak in UK coronavirus
cases in around seven to 10 days’ time.” And a
report from Bloomberg.com
(www.is.gd/madolo) says: "The NHS expects to
receive 30 locally-made machines this week,

● Production of the second VentilatorChallengeUK
device from Smiths (paraPAC) has been upped, but a
report in The Metro (www.is.gd/gulotu) of Tuesday,
14 April says that first deliveries of consortium-made
units were only made over the Easter Bank Holiday
weekend. It also adds: "Officials originally said a total
of 30,000 [ventilators] were needed to get through
the peak of the virus, but [Matt] Hancock later
reduced that number to 18,000. There are currently
10,000 across the country."

● April 28 – Government says (www.is.gd/xuzeno)
an additional 2,400 mechanical ventilators have
been made available to the NHS since the start of
the pandemic, with over 250 coming from the
VentilatorChallengeUK so far. The NHS has 10,900
mechanical invasive ventilators and 4,300 noninvasive devices, it adds.
Support for four VentilatorChallengeUK devices
will end but capacity will be increased through:
procuring more ventilators from overseas; scaling
up the production of existing or modified designs;
and working to design and manufacture new
devices. Orders for 15,000 Penlon Prima ESO2
ventilators (VentilatorChallengeUK modified and
approved design) have been placed, while Smiths
paraPAC ventilators, an existing device, are also
being made as part of the VentilatorChallengeUK.
Scaled-up production of existing Breas Medical
devices, the Nippy 4+ & Vivo65, is ongoing, first
units were expected during May. In addition, Zephyr
Plus, made by Babcock, and Gemini, made by OES
Medical, are subject to ongoing review.
Five other devices continue to be eligible for
support ahead of assessment in early May. ■

● Spirax Sarco reports on 14 April
(www.is.gd/asequq) its support for the MercedesAMG High Performance Powertrains/University
College London CPAP unit. In less than a week, the
firm completed a technical evaluation, wrote CNC
programs, produced first samples, had those
approved, then commenced round-the-clock
production (including over the Easter weekend), to
meet the Tuesday morning supply deadline.
● Peak hospital-reported deaths and new cases in
the UK both pass without a ventilator hiatus and
focus shifts more fully onto PPE supply problems.

The way engineering and manufacturing have
stepped up during the Covid-19 pandemic has
been truly inspiring. As the UK’s largest publisher
of engineering titles, MA Business is determined
that this should never be forgotten. That’s why we
have brought together all of our engineering
brands to launch the Engineering Heroes
campaign, which will celebrate the people,
companies and technologies that have
contributed. MA Business will use Engineering
Heroes to showcase the ingenuity and dedication
behind this historic effort and ensure that
engineering’s vital role, both in the response to
this pandemic and in society more generally,
receives the recognition it deserves. Visit
www.engineeringheroes.co.uk to get involved.

Celebrating engineering’s role in fighting the Covid-19 pandemic www.engineeringheroes.co.uk Join the campaign!
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Growing, with help
Two companies have grown, aided by their machine tool technology
suppliers: Tranquil PC with XYZ Machine Tools’ help and BT Lerson,
which has partnered with DMG Mori

X

YZ Machine Tools has supplied
vertical machining centres to Tranquil
PC, a business started on the kitchen
table of its founder David Thompson, with
the company outsourcing and offshoring all
of its fan-less ruggedised PC chassis
machining to suppliers in China.
As the business grew, the logistics of
shipping from China, and the associated
risks of products being copied, saw the
decision taken to bring the majority of
machining back to the UK.
Customers are mainly B2B enterprises
from diverse industries, with Royal Mail, for
instance, having over 2,000 units installed.
With volumes such as this, controlling
manufacturing, particularly machining of the
aluminium cases, became a priority.
Explains director Philip Thompson: “Certain
issues arose with our machining partners in
China, so we decided in 2011 to begin our
machine tool investment. That first move
was to purchase an XYZ Minimill 560,
initially for R&D work. That machine was
soon working to capacity seven days a week,

22

not only on R&D, but also production. To
ease the workload, we added two XYZ 710
vertical machining centres to create our first
machining cell.”
At the time, neither he or the machine
operators were ‘seasoned machinists or
programmers’, but the XYZ machines
provided the ideal introduction, thanks to the
ease of use of the Siemens control systems
and the level of support they could call on
from XYZ Machine Tools (www.is.gd/oxorop).
These first three machines contributed
significantly to the overall growth of the
business, thanks to shorter lead times by
eliminating the logistics of outsourcing.
Volumes could be managed much more
efficiently and a much greater degree of
flexibility was created through the ability to
quickly adapt designs to suit individual
customers. The level of support from XYZ
Machine Tools was integral to the next
phase of investment that saw an additional
XYZ 710 VMC and another MiniMill 560
installed to meet demand.
With these machines in place and running

XYZ Machine
Tools is a longtime supplier to
Tranquil PC

five days a week, eight hours a day, Tranquil
PC wanted to complete its second machining
cell, but changes to the XYZ line-up had
seen the XYZ 710 VMC superseded, with the
choice now being the XYZ 750 LR or the XYZ
800 HD. “It was here that our longstanding
relationship with XYZ came to the fore, they
understood what we needed and how we
work and immediately put forward the XYZ
750 LR (750 by 440 by 500 mm) as the
machine to go for, equipped with Renishaw
probing, as fitted to all our other machines,”
says Thompson. “The XYZ machines we
have are used as pure production machines,
removing high volumes of material as, due
to the nature of the work, everything comes
from billet aluminium, from which we will
remove 60/70% to achieve a finished part.”
The XYZ 750 LR is part of the latest linear
rail series of machines from XYZ Machine
Tools.
“In-house machining has definitely been a
driver of our growth and now that Tranquil PC
is part of the French IT group 2CRSI, we
have significant plans for further investment
and growth of not only our UK manufacturing
capability but also the creation of a similar
facility in Switzerland to meet demand,”
concludes director Thompson.
At BT Lerson’s brand new 15,000 ft2
facility near Stansted Airport, a partnership
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with DMG Mori that involves machine tools,
technical support, training and contacts is
bringing a step-change to the firm.
Aerospace and defence sectors account
for 70% of BT Lerson’s work, but it also
serves the oil and gas, and pharmaceutical
industries. Started in 1980, it made the
move into CNC in the early 2000s and
changed its business model to concentrate
on higher value parts in 2010, achieving
AS9100 status in 2014.
The company’s first 5-axis DMG Mori
(www.is.gd/elalut) machine, a DMU 50, was
purchased pre-owned and refurbished by
DMG Mori. Collaborating with DMG Mori
helped BT Lerson get to grips with 5-axis
technology. Marking the start of the
partnership, this first machine was soon
followed by a DMU 40 Evo with Erowa
automation (REM Systems, www.is.gd/
exegoc) in 2014, DMU 60 Evo linear with 3R
automation (GF Machining Solutions,
www.is.gd/zuredi) in 2016 and two NLX
2500/700 in 2018 and 2019. Julian
Bedford, managing director at BT Lerson,
says: “Five-axis technology is more
demanding and it was a big learning curve
for us, but we soon saw the benefits of the
investments as cycle times were slashed
and product quality increased dramatically.
We also recognised the need for automation,
to enable us to get more from the machines,
people and skills that we have.”
DMG Mori supplied turnkey automated

systems. Bedford again: “We were early
adopters of automation and the cost was
easily recovered within two years. If we had
not invested, we would have needed three
conventional machines to produce the same
output, with all the implications of extra
labour, much more floor space and more
work in progress. Going forward, we now
consider that automation is essential.”
The monitored automated machines run at
over 90% OEE, the company reports.
The 3R system has 60 pallets and the
Erowa system has up to 24 pallets. BT
Lerson sets up a series of different jobs to
match demand. It also sets up sister tooling
where long machining times are called for
and uses the DMG Mori tool life
management capability to switch tools
automatically, enabling the machines to run
unmanned for most of the time.
All the DMG Mori machines are covered
by a five-year service and preventative
maintenance plan, and the company is
planning to extend it to other machinery in
the factory. BT Lerson also used DMG Mori
finance for the NLX machines. Explains the
managing director: “The finance was very
competitive and flexible, with many
favourable options, such as deferred
payments and balloon payments.”
Formerly BTL Precision, BT Lerson
acquired Lerson Fabrications, which is a
preferred supplier to Stansted Airport and its
supply chain, and moved to its new location

DMG Mori and BT Lerson are
partners in productivity
at the end of 2019.
Concludes Bedford: “Working in
partnership with DMG Mori has definitely led
to new business and is enabling us to
reinforce long-term relationships with our
customers. A strategy of collaboration and
cooperation at all levels of the business,
combined with technical excellence from
DMG Mori, has transformed how we
operate.” ■

Industry & product news in brief
■ A significant resurgence in interest in Mills CNC’s ‘SMART
Options’ machine tool rental initiative among UK and Irish
manufacturers is reported, following the Covid-19 outbreak.
www.is.gd/wafuzi
■ XYZ Machine Tools has responded to a request for a 1,000 mm
increase in the Z-axis on one of its vertical machining centres.
www.is.gd/iyequl
■ To help companies boost capacity without investing in a
purchase outright, Kingsbury UK has introduced a Flexible Asset
Rental programme. www.is.gd/lahere
■ The Leadwell BC-600 is a 5-axis machining centre having travels
in X, Y and Z of 1,100, 1,100 and 610 mm, respectively.
www.is.gd/ekaboy
■ Exclusive distributor of Doosan machine tools in the UK and
Ireland Mills CNC has introduced two new Doosan 5-axis
machining centres. www.is.gd/wadere
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■ The newly developed Haas Mill APL (Automatic Parts Loader) is
a simple way to automate part production on small VF-series
vertical machining centres. www.is.gd/buyini
■ Yamazaki Mazak has underlined its commitment to the British
machine tool industry with the launch of its latest fully
simultaneous 5-axis machining centre – the CV5-500.
www.is.gd/yezala
■ Following a re-structuring of the sales division at South Coast
machine tool specialist Dugard Machine Tools, the company has
added six new employees over the last 18 months, the last two
taken on in recent weeks. www.is.gd/izudiv
■ Mills CNC, the exclusive distributor of Doosan machine tools in
the UK and Ireland, has appointed Richard Wilson as its business
manager for the Central and Southern region. www.is.gd/vasole
■ Starrag UK has bolstered its nationwide sales team with the
appointment of Phil Roberts as sales manager. www.is.gd/oyakuy
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THE ART OF GRINDING.
BECAUSE QUALITY COMES FROM SOLID CRAFTSMANSHIP.

Fritz Studer AG, established in 1912, is a market and technology
leader in universal, external and internal cylindrical grinding as
well as noncircular grinding. With around 24,000 delivered systems, STUDER has been synonymous with precision, quality and
durability for decades.
studer.com

The Art of Grinding.

A member of the UNITED GRINDING Group

GRINDING, HONING & SURFACE FINISHING BENEFITS START TO SURFACE
FT Gearing Systems
operates 16 Studer
CNC grinders

Committed customers
FT Gearing Systems depends on Studer grinding technology; Coorstek returns to Okamoto for challenging
ceramic grinding duties; plus, Italian firm gets more out of tools ground on Walter Ewag kit

A

ldershot-based FT Gearing Systems
operates 16 Studer (Advanced
Grinding Supplies, www.is.gd/
uhagad) CNC grinders, the largest collection
of Studer machines owned by a single UK
company.
The business has established five
satellite production units since the
company’s inception in 1978, all co-located
at FT Gearing System's HQ. Each unit is
dedicated to a separate manufacturing
function, with the company's most recently
opened production unit specialising in high
precision grinding in a temperaturecontrolled facility and where the company’s
16 Studer CNC grinders can be found.
Explains managing director Graham
Fitzgerald: “In addition to other challenging
customers, we manufacture and supply both
domestic and overseas defence and
aerospace companies with a wide range of
safety-critical components, such as gears,
miniature gearboxes, fuel pumps, engine
controls, wing surface actuators and
instrumentation.
“Given the sectors we deal with, quality is
in the very DNA of FT Gearing Systems and
permeates every aspect of our work. A major
part of our quality philosophy is to provide
our highly skilled staff with the best
available machine tools and to maintain
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close relationships with our machine tools
suppliers.
“A perfect example of our use of premium
quality production aids is our use of our
range of advanced Studer CNC grinders.
These technically superior machines are
able to consistently deliver levels of
accuracy and repeatability that conventional
grinding machines are unable to achieve.
For instance, through the use of Studer
technology, we are able to accomplish submicron total cylindricity results on 35 mm
diameter gear journals, we can also achieve
0.08 micron levels of surface finish and gear
flatness to three light bands [equivalent to
0.00088392 mm].
“To enable grinding to sub-micron
dimensional tolerances, we recently installed
our Studer CNC machines in a new,
temperature-controlled grinding facility.
To guarantee the highest possible levels of
quality and productivity, we also use the
best available grinding consumables and
accessories. Therefore, as well as
purchasing our Studer grinders from
Advanced Grinding Supplies, we also rely on
the company for items such as diamond
dressing tools, precision centres, abrasives/
grinding wheels, coolant filter media and air
filtration systems.
“Our Studer CNC grinders provide
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excellent levels of precision, surface finish
and reliability, they also deliver outstanding
levels of production. Even though we have
always been delighted with the performance
of our Studer machines, mindful of the
possibility of technical developments made
by other manufacturers, in the past we have
considered other brands. Although, each
time we have been able to specify a Studer
grinder that perfectly meets our needs and
that outperforms the alternatives.”

CERAMIC GRINDING CHALLENGE MET
At leading engineered ceramics
manufacturer CoorsTek, following 12 months
of trouble-free operation at its Crewe
manufacturing facility, an Okamoto 818 CNC
surface and profile grinder has been
integrated as a core part of the company’s
specialist surface grinding operations.
The machine was one of the first to be
supplied by Jones & Shipman Hardinge
(www.is.gd/tirasi) Okamoto’s sole distributor
in the UK. As a long-standing Okamoto and
Jones & Shipman user, CoorsTek did
however consider another CNC purchase
from the company.
The Crewe manufacturing plant produces
high precision and complex components
such as extreme duty seals for use in
sectors like oil and gas, chemical and
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Coorstek programmer/operator Daniel
Jones working on the Okamoto 818 CNC
situated in the surface grinding cell
energy. The parts are challenging to make
and Coorstek needed an updated, flexible
and reliable surface and profile grinding
machine as a replacement for an older unit.
With four Okamoto machines already in
operation at the facility, CoorsTek engineers
had trust in the brand.
Explains Tristan Weller, production
manager at CoorsTek, Crewe: “In the
surface grinding cell, we are precision
grinding ceramics typically to tolerances of
±10 micron on form radii, with down to
5 micron on flat surfaces. It is a complex

process with slow feeds and speeds and
can take its toll on machines and wheels
alike. Inherently, it is a time-consuming task,
so sustained machine integrity and stability
are all important.”
Sitting on a compact footprint, the
Okamoto 818 CNC features a 450 by 200
mm table area with the machine designed
around a moving-saddle design.
The ISO type programming menu is
delivered through a FANUC CNC control, with
other key features being automatic
lubrication to guides and slideways to

optimise reliability and prolong maintenance
free operation.
All the core machine castings exhibit high
static and dynamic stiffness and are fully
damped. Scraped V-slideways with low
friction turcite coatings are standard.
Say CoorsTek Crewe plant manager Harry
Hodgson and production manager Tristan
Weller: “The Jones & Shipman overall
commitment to quality and exceptional after
sales technical support convinced us to
invest in Jones & Shipman-supplied
equipment.” ■

Laser-processed cutting edges deliver superior performance
The installation of an Ewag Laser Line Precision laser-cutting insert
machine (Walter Ewag UK, www.is.gd/aquxob) at MICTU has seen
this specialist manufacturer of eyewear, dental, aerospace and
automotive components halve production times and improve cutting
edge quality by a factor of three on PCD and brazed tooling,
compared with ‘traditional’ CNC tool production machines.
Founded in northern Italy in 1986 and today with 14 employees,
MICTU has extensive knowledge in cutting tool manufacture and it
is now benefiting from the speed and accuracy of the Laser Line
Precision, mainly on form tools of 3 to 60 mm diameter, and
especially on tooling used to produce complex geometries, such as
concave profiles, for the machining of eyewear workpieces.
In addition to shorter cycle times and improved quality, the
company is also finding that laser technology enables very short
set-up times, with programming carried out remotely and machining
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files being quickly transferred to minimise downtime. Small batches
are therefore very economic.
Indeed, its tools are programmed in just 10-20 minutes then
machined in another 10-20 minutes, thanks to the tooling being
specifically designed for lasering –
tool body designs have been
adapted to provide optimal laser
beam accessibility to the cutting
edges.
Automatic 3D model
generation, based on a simple
DXF curve of the tool, is all
that is required to deliver the
NC program
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Example parts produced
using Prima Additive
technology

Broadened offers
Andrew Allcock catches up with some of the latest developments in the additive manufacturing field,
with two new product launches of significance, one from laser profiling specialist Prima Power UK, the
other from German metalcutting machine tool firm Chiron

T

he entrance into the additive
manufacturing (AM) field by
metalworking or metalcutting machine
tool makers is not a new phenomenon. DMG
Mori and Trumpf are two that are already well
established in the AM area. But more still join
the small band of metalcutters/formers
broadening their ranges.
Prima Power UK (www.is.gd/vovaye) has
recently launched a completely new range of
machinery solutions for additive
manufacturing, produced by Prima Additive –
the specialist division of the global Prima
Industrie Group. This builds on the company’s
laser processing technology that apart from
laser profiling machines also takes in
Laserdyne laser drilling, laser welding and
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laser cutting technology.
From a purpose-built innovation centre at
the Prima Power headquarters and technical
centre in Turin, Prima Additive offers a range
of solutions for both powder-bed fusion and
laser metal deposition technologies that draw
on this long-established laser-based
processing experience for industrial
applications.
Powder-bed fusion sees lasers melt
specific points on a layer of metallic powder,
building up multiple layers to form the
finished component. In laser metal
deposition, an alternative approach of directly
applying the powder at the focal point of the
laser is used, thus allowing the manufacture
of much larger pieces that are only limited by

the machine capacity, rather than the size of
a powder bed.
For power-bed fusion processes, the Prima
Additive Print Sharp and Print Genius models
feature a compact and easy-to-use solution
with build volume capacities of up to 262 by
262 by 350 mm. The Print Sharp 250 utilises
a single 200 or 500 W power laser for a build
rate of up to 30 cm3/hour, whereas the more
powerful Print Genius 250 uses twin 500 W
power lasers to achieve a faster build rate of
up to 50 cm3/hour.
Components with complex geometries can
be produced with an excellent degree of
accuracy and quality for a wide range of
applications, says the company. Operation is
via an easy-to-use, intuitive HMI and Prima
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Additive offers its own 3D Printing Suite
software, with a range of functions for quick
file preparation, design change, part creation
and slicing, reducing design to manufacture.
Utilising a specialised head to provide the
powder spraying and fusion at the focal point
of the laser beam, the machines offer
working volumes starting from 585 by 400 by
500 mm up to 2,100 by 4,140 by 1,020 mm.
Laser power options range from 1 up to 6 kW
and deposition rates are possible up to
70 cm3/hour. The large working envelope of
these machines offers considerable versatility
for applications ranging from R&D, rework
and prototyping fully through to part
manufacturing.
Industrial sectors such as aerospace,
automotive, motorsport, rapid prototyping and
medical can benefit from Prima Additive’s
technology. The machines can be used with a
wide variety of metal powders that include
aluminium, nickel, steel, cobalt-chrome and
titanium alloys.
Another entrant to the AM arena is Chiron,
a company with no laser heritage to call
upon. A specialist in the field of CNCcontrolled vertical milling and turning
machining centres, it has developed the AM
Cube, the company’s first 3D printer for
manufacturing larger, more complex
components (UK agent is HK
Technologies, www.is.gd/puwalu).
The new machine was one of the
product highlights that the Chiron Group
presented during an online Open House
from 14 to 19 May. The AM Cube is
suitable for coating and repairing
components, as well as printing near-netshape parts.
Explains Axel Boi, head of additive
manufacturing at the Chiron Group:
“The Additive Manufacturing department is
a start-up within our own business group.
With this 3D metal printer, made by Chiron,
we are creating a facility for manufacturing
larger components with long procurement
times and high material prices. This
technology can be used effectively in the
mechanical engineering, tool manufacturing,
energy production and aerospace sectors.
These are all important target sectors for the
Chiron Group.”
The new AM Cube employs a robot to
manipulate the additive manufacturing head
about a 2-axis table system. Operation and
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programming are claimed as intuitive, with
the system programmed either using a
standardised DIN ISO code or, for complex
components, using CADCAM software. All
aspects of the system can be controlled
using tried-and-tested Siemens components,
from hardware, to the HMI, through to
programming of the AM Cube, Chiron
highlights.
In contrast to other 3D metal printers, the
print head of the machine can be changed
during an active printing/coating process.
This option enables the AM Cube to be used
to combine different process requirements.
For instance, one print head could be used to
achieve a high surface quality and another
could be used to achieve a high deposition
rate. The automatic head change function
enables these properties to be combined in a
single workpiece. This is another area where
the professionals at Chiron have put their
comprehensive process expertise and many
years of experience in using machining
centres into practice. Due to the low
quantities manufactured using this process,
high flexibility is a crucial factor across all
industries. The AM Cube is equipped with a
total of three print heads, with wire and
powder used as deposition material within a
single
manufacturing

process in different production phases.
By designing a printer for the two
commonly used deposition materials – wire
and powder – the German machining centre
manufacturer has also patented a completely
new technology. Both processes have their
applications. While coating with powder is the
most commonly used process, wire-based
laser metal deposition offers better safety
characteristics and an impressive reduction
in waste material. Wire also has the benefit
that every type of welding wire can be used
for manufacturing part features or parts.
The system is designed as a platform and
can be reconfigured from 4-axis machining to
5-axis machining with relatively little effort.
The AM Cube is equipped with cutting-edge
sensors and meets all relevant safety
requirements for operation without monitoring
by the operator. If the AM Cube is used to
machine particularly reactive materials such
as titanium, the entire system can be flooded
with protective gas to reduce oxidation,
enabling manufacturing to be performed
under a protective gas atmosphere for
several hours.
In order to ensure the suitability of this
new solution for industrial applications, an
intensive field test of the AM Cube is
currently being performed by a pilot
customer, with more details to follow. ■

Left: Chiron’s new AM Cube can employ both wire (left) or
powder as the feedstock, providing a verstaility not available
from others. Below: Inside the work envelope of the new Chiron
AM Cube, which will be available later this year
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Taking on ventilator component
manufacture, NPI Solutions found that it
had a bottleneck in its inspection area –
Aberlink technology provided the answer

Subcontractors
get the measure
Medical sector demand prompts inspection capacity action at NPI
Solutions; first-in-Europe Mitutoyo CMM adds to existing fleet at
ESL Group

I

n support of increased medical equipment
work, specifically ventilator parts, NPI
Solutions found that it had a bottleneck in
the inspection function.
The Irvine, Ayrshire-based company has a
wide range of 4- and 5-axis milling and
turning equipment, plus a fully equipped
sheet metal, anodising and powder coating
departments in support of one-stop
approach. Prior to the increased medical
work, NPI was handling upwards of 400
orders per month equating to over 40,000
components. The medical work added to
that volume further, with this highlighting its
inspection capacity limitations.
NPI operations director George Gillespie
explains: “As a company, we invest a lot of
money every year in the latest production
equipment. We’re quite happy to spend
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£250k on a machine tool, because it
produces components. We had not made
significant investment in quality and
inspection for several years, relying on a
combination of manually driven coordinate
measuring machines and other standard
inspection room equipment. The ventilators
gave us the nudge required: we had to get a
new, more advanced CNC CMM, and fast.”
“When the ventilator work started coming
through at pace, we found ourselves making
three of the main critical ventilator body
components in very large batches. Machined
on three or four faces, the components were
intricate and required considerable
inspection.
"We had to be able to check them very
accurately and very fast. To have manually
checked the required geometry for these
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components would have been a nightmare.”
The main issue facing NPI was that, due
to the knock-on effect of the pandemic,
many CMM manufacturers did not have the
ability to demo, supply or install a machine,
and certainly not in the required timescale.
Continues George: “We knew of Aberlink
and the great reputation that the company
has and so, assisted by Tony Smith of
Northern Metrology (www.is.gd/xisuya),
we quickly placed an order for an Axiom too
CNC CMM [600 by 640 by 500 mm]. In an
ideal world, we needed a CMM installed and
operational in two weeks – Aberlink really
stepped up to the mark in exceptional
circumstances and supplied it in just three.”
Following the successful installation of
the CMM, complete with fully motorised
probe head, the final piece of the puzzle was
training, made more difficult by the need for
social distancing.
Although Aberlink (www.is.gd/pewaro) was
able to offer NPI a full and extensive remote
online training session, George, a skilled
engineer by trade and faced with increasingly
tight deadlines, made the decision to test
the waters himself.
He says: “With the support of two or
three phone calls to Aberlink’s free technical
support, I was up and running with the
machine. If you are a good CNC machinist
and you know your way around parts, the
Aberlink Axiom too CMM is so easy to learn.
I am a great believer in just diving right in
and the included Aberlink 3D measurement
software was so easy to learn, even when
working with CAD models. Although not a
substitute for dedicated, hands-on training,
the support videos and manuals supplied
with the machine are more than enough to
get you up and going.”
Now, with the slowing demand for the
ventilator components, NPI plans on making
the Axiom too an integral part of its
manufacturing and it will be heavily relied
upon for checking the accuracy of all
projects, including those for the company’s
many Tier 1 and tier 2 customers who
demand comprehensive inspection reports.
George reflects on the importance of the
purchase: “If I can produce inspection
reports straight from the CMM, confidence in
our ability to produce quality products grows
straight away. In addition, many of the
components that are manufactured these
days simply cannot be checked efficiently
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without a CMM. Now I can put a part on the
machine, load the measurement program
and hit a button. Something that may have
taken a couple of hours to measure
previously might now take 5 minutes.”
(Incidentally, Aberlink is now able to offer
remote online demonstrations for the entire
range of CMMs, measurement software and
accessories to customers who are unable to
travel to a regional demo facility.)
Basildon, Essex-based ESL Group
recently became the first company in Europe
to take delivery of one of Mitutoyo’s CRYSTA
Apex V range of CNC CMMs. Originally a
specialist subcontract gear-cutting business,
the operation has added the production of
precision machined components to its gearcutting offer. Headquartered in a 30,000 ft2
manufacturing facility, the company is
regarded as a single-source, precision
engineering subcontractor.
Accredited to ISO9001 and AS9100D and
boasting many aerospace approvals, the
ESL Group has developed partnerships with
many leading aerospace companies and has
applied strict aerospace manufacturing and
quality standards to other equally demanding
sectors.
As a long-time, loyal user of Mitutoyo
CMMs, to enable the company’s quality
department to maintain standards and
speed up inspection work, the ESL Group
purchased its Mitutoyo CRYSTA-Apex V CNC
CMM model.
Says ESL Group quality engineer Dave
Humphrey: “The ESL Group has used
Mitutoyo CMMs for over 20 years and has
been very impressed with their ease and
speed of use, also their reliability and
accuracy. In addition, we always receive
excellent service from Mitutoyo UK.
“As Mitutoyo continually develops its
CMM technology, to stay at the forefront of
inspection advances, periodically we have
replaced our older Mitutoyo CMMs with the
latest models. This policy has allowed us to
take advantage of the most up-to-date
advancements in CMM technology and has
helped us to uphold our meticulous quality
standards.
“Recently, the need to further increase
our inspection capacity has occurred. Having
installed a Mitutoyo Apex S CNC CMM less
than two years ago, on contacting Mitutoyo
UK it was interesting to hear about the
technical improvements made to the brand
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new Mitutoyo CRYSTA-Apex V CMM range.
“Although we considered that progress in
areas such as software enhancements
means that the new CMM represented a
further step forward for Mitutoyo, before
committing to purchasing an CRYSTA-Apex V
machine we followed our normal commercial
practice of considering the merits of other
CMM brands in terms of their capabilities
and price. As previously, the new Mitutoyo
CMM proved to be the most attractive option
and an order was placed.”

EASY TRANSITION FROM OLD TO NEW
The new CRYSTA-Apex V CNC CMM and the
company’s existing Mitutoyo CNC CMM are
now located in its temperature-controlled
quality department. As the new machine is
an evolution of its predecessor, it was easy
for the three quality department staff to
quickly become accustomed to its operation,
and already they are able to swap from
machine to machine with ease, reports

Humphrey, adding: “Our CRYSTA-Apex V and
our older Mitutoyo CMM are the mainstays
of our quality provision. We use them to
perform first-off, in-process and final
inspection routines, and a multitude of other
high precision measuring and inspection
tasks, such as the generation of full F.A.I
and SPC reports. When required, we are
able to supply these reports to our
customers and to archive all traceable
inspection data. In addition to inspecting
one-off parts, it helps that we can load
multiple smaller components onto the
CMMs’ beds, recall the relevant programs,
then perform fully automated CNC, mass
inspection routines.
“As we anticipated, given its accuracy
specification and rapid action, we have
found our new Mitutoyo CRYSTA-Apex V CNC
CMM to be a great asset in speeding up our
inspection routines and in maintaining the
premium quality levels that our customers
expect.” ■

ESL Group has became the first company in Europe to take delivery
of one of Mitutoyo’s CRYSTA Apex V range of CNC CMMs
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A smart-factory-ready CMM for the production line
Designed with the future of shop-floor measurement in mind, our CRYSTAApex V Series CMM delivers faster measurement without compromising the
measuring machine’s inherent accuracy, helping make the smart factory a
reality.
This advanced machine provides a performance specification unmatched by
any previous CMM of this class over the wide temperature range of 16-26°C.
This allows for the automation of in-line and near-line measurements within
the manufacturing process to significantly reduce measurement time and
streamline the workflow to enable faster line speeds.
Your shop floor measurement begins and ends with us. For more information
visit: www.mitutoyo.co.uk

TOOLING SUPPORTING A NATIONAL EFFORT

Medical cuts

Face guard production
at the Valley Group

The latest case studies are very much a reflection of current times. Ceratizit UK & Ireland
offers tools and advice to ventilator part maker; ITC supports face visor making effort

W

hen Huntingdon-based Cutting
Edge Precision Engineering was
asked to produce large quantities
of components to support ventilator and
respiratory systems for one existing and one
new customer, it was faced with the challenge
of sourcing tooling. To meet that demand it
turned to Ceratizit UK & Ireland
(www.is.gd/daxita), who could guarantee
delivery, technical support and pricing to make
the job work.
While its day-to-day work is focused on
machining parts for the telecoms, specialpurpose machinery and industrial printing
machine sectors, Cutting Edge Precision
Engineering’s portfolio of 3- and 5-axis
machining centres proved ideal when
contacted by Lungfish Dive Systems, a
specialist manufacturer of closed-circuit diving
equipment, which has diverted efforts to
equipment breathing support for Covid-19
patients, generating additional machining
requirements, over and above the 10,000
each of two machined ventilator components
the company is currently producing for another
customer.
Says Stuart Dunklin, managing director at
Cutting Edge Precision Engineering: “Key to
the project was the specification of tooling,
as we were not allowed to use any existing
cutting tools, due to the traceability and
quality requirements from our customers, with
cross contamination of materials being a
major concern. This meant we had to have
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everything brand new and quickly. We
therefore took advantage of Ceratizit’s
ventilator support offer [see box], which as
well as giving us a significant help with cost,
also ensured we got Ceratizit’s advice for the
best tools for the work and, that these tools
were delivered the next day before noon.
Additionally, as we were working over the
weekend on the project, they made sure that
we had telephone access to get technical
support and cutting data for those tools we
were not familiar with. The service has been
excellent throughout.”
On this project alone, Cutting Edge
Precision committed five vertical machining
centres, all of which required a range of
Ceratizit cutting tools, including end-mills,
drills, forming taps, threadmilling and drillreamers for holes down to 5.02 mm diameter.
In addition, a selection of workholding was
also supplied. A further ventilator project is
also coming to fruition, which will require the
commitment of Cutting Edge Precision’s 5-axis
machining capability. This in turn will lead to
demand for additional Ceratizit tooling and
workholding, specifically vices and tombstonestyle fixturing, to be able to deliver the
volumes required.
Says Warren Howard, technical sales
engineer, Ceratizit UK & Ireland: “The
ventilator initiative that we have in place has
been extremely popular and has enabled
customers like Cutting Edge Precision to step
up in support of the government’s call for
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additional resources to fight the Covid-19
pandemic. In my sales area alone I have 12
customers that have engaged with us to
ensure they have the right tools at the right
time to machine parts for these urgently
required pieces of equipment.”
From ventilators to the other much-needed
item that has been keeping engineering firms
busy, face visors. Valley Group specialises in
small and large-format printing, sign-making,
engraving, exhibition and display hardware,
but the Swansea-based firm has switched its
focus to this item of PPE.
The catalyst was a telephone call to Valley
Group director Richard Dawson from a lifelong
friend in need of help. That friend was a wellrespected doctor and clinical lead at the
Hywel Dda University Health Board. West
Wales health board’s existing supplier of face
masks had exhausted its capacity, leaving
10,000+ staff at the Hywel Dda University
Health Board in need of protection. The
13-employee Swansea valley company spent
four days developing a prototype, sourcing
materials and manufacturing sample masks.
Following an expedited testing period by the
University Health Board’s infectious control
department, full production commenced.
Valley Group had to give due diligence to
its material selection, production methods,
the subsequent assembly process and any
medical regulatory conformance – all while
factoring in high level production demands.
One critical factor was the cutting of the
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TOOLING SUPPORTING A NATIONAL EFFORT

The WTX HFDS
from Ceratizit
is “the first and
only four-edged
high-feed drill on
the market” –
see box, below

0.5 mm thick PETG face visors that had to be
free from both burrs and sharp edges, as
these could obviously pose a different health
risk to medical staff. Already a customer of
Industrial Tooling Corporation (ITC – www.
is.gd/acepar) for more than a decade, when it
came to the cutting of thin plastic sheets on
its Biesse Klever routing machine, the
Tamworth-based cutting tool manufacturer
was on hand with advice.
Says Dawson: “The PETG visor is the most

critical part of the facemask
assembly, as we knew that the
masks had to be burr-free. With
high production volumes and rapid
turnaround times, we couldn’t
afford to be hand-finishing the
masks. I called Sally Hunt at ITC, as
her technical advice and support
down the years has been
invaluable. Sally considered the
working parameters of our Biesse
machine, as well as the material
and thickness, and she
subsequently recommended the
Clearcut 180 Series of solid-carbide
single-flute down-cut routing tools.
“In little more than a weekend,
we have produced over 1,000
masks for the Hywel Dda Health
Board and we now have a firm order from
Bridgend County Council for another 5,000
masks for its care workers. Additionally, we
are currently awaiting testing and certificates
required by NHS Wales to supply all Wales’
health boards. With demand rapidly rising, we
are aiming to start a second shift so we can
increase production from 700 to 1,400
masks per day.”
The facemask consists of a 0.5 mm PETG
visor, an elasticated strap that is pre-cut to

length and foam padding that is applied to the
visor to create an element of comfort for the
healthcare user.
Of the cutting tools, Dawson offers:
“We initially ordered one 6 mm diameter solid
carbide 180 Clearcut Series routing tool, and
with a high number of facemask orders we
also ordered an additional six tools. However,
we have produced over 1,000 visors and the
first cutting tool hasn’t even started to wear.
The edge finish on the visor is still of the
utmost quality with no sign of the plastic
burring or creating rough edges.
“The reason we buy cutting tools from ITC
is for their superior quality and the technical
support and advice we get from their
engineering team. With the facemasks for the
numerous Welsh health boards and councils,
we really were in a race against the clock to
produce the goods. In such instances, you do
need the best technical partners and solution
providers around you and we certainly have
this with ITC. Even during a national crisis, it
is reassuring to know that technical solution
providers like ITC are still manufacturing
quality cutting tool solutions here in the UK to
support British manufacturers – in particular
the hundreds of companies like us that are
meeting critical infrastructure and healthcare
provisions.” ■

Industry & product news in brief
■ Ceratizit Group has assigned significant additional capacity to
the supply of special tools that can complete multiple tasks, which
are seeing high demand linked to the drive for shorter cycle times.
www.is.gd/ebigih
■ Europa Tool is offering free tooling to those engaged in the effort
to produce NHS medical ventilators. www.is.gd/agiwoj
■ Ceratizit UK & Ireland reports “a tremendous uptake” of its offer
for free test tools, heavily discounted production tools and
technical support for those companies involved in the manufacture
of ventilator and other related diagnostic equipment.
www.is.gd/ukopif
■ Industrial Tooling Corporation (ITC) has published the latest
edition of its annual product catalogue. www.is.gd/axejuz
■ Sandvik Coromant has embarked on a unique venture with
Microsoft to drive forward the development and digitalisation of the
manufacturing industry. www.is.gd/besere
■ Tooling Corporation (ITC) has changed all of the packaging on its
UK-manufactured cutting tools to 100% recyclable material.
www.is.gd/asunoc
■ The WTX HFDS from Ceratizit is “the first and only four-edged
high-feed drill on the market”. It offers “impressive cutting data
and tool life in steel and cast iron materials”. www.is.gd/laquna
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■ Seco Tools has expanded its Jetstream Tooling Integrated (JETI)
technology by adding a complete range of holders for general ISO
turning. www.is.gd/kaduqu
■ The new Accure-tec vibration damping technology from tooling
expert Walter GB ensures vibration-free and low-noise cutting in
difficult-to-machine turning and milling applications, up to 10x and
5x diameter respectively. www.is.gd/onodes
■ Kyocera MECHT indexable insert milling cutters offer positive,
light cutting that achieves perfect 90° shoulders and smooth
surfaces. www.is.gd/irapuh
■ Horn’s range of face-grooving products has been expanded to
include new holder variants for its S224 double-edged system for
producing axial grooves from 38 mm to 1 m in diameter.
www.is.gd/woloha
■ The advanced -GM geometry for Sandvik Coromant’s CoroDrill
860 range offers high-performance drilling across a wide range of
materials and applications, as well as significantly improved tool
life. www.is.gd/piquwa
■ Kennametal has introduced the B21*SGL solid-carbide drill with
through-coolant, designed for stainless steel, nickel and cobaltbased alloys. www.is.gd/exureg
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AUTOMATION COBOT ADVANTAGES

An online
application builder
allows systems
to be configured,
viewed working
and cobot program
and ‘how to’ cards
downloaded

Doing the other stuff
Universal Robots recently held a webinar to underline the capabilities,
benefits and applications of the company’s cobots for machine
tending. Andrew Allcock attended and has this précis of the event’s
key messages from the global cobot market leader

U

niversal Robots is the global leader in
the manufacture and supply of
collaborative robots (cobots) – robots
that can safely work alongside people. The
company was set up and is headquartered in
Denmark’s robot hotspot of Odense (See
Machinery, July 2019, p10 & www.is.gd/
xetuke). In fact, with more than 100 robot
companies there, Odense is the global centre
of cobot efforts. Says Mark Gray, UK sales
manager, Universal Robots (www.is.gd/
wumanu): “We’ve got more than 42,000
robots worldwide. So, we’ve got a true global
footprint. And we’ve got the biggest footprint
of any collaborative robot manufacturer out
there. And the reason for that is that we’ve
been doing it longer than anybody else. We
think we’ve got about 50% of the market
share for cobots globally.”
Today, the range includes four cobots:
UR3, UR5, UR10 and UR16, the number
being the payload in each case. Repeatability
for UR3e and UR5e models is ±0.03 mm and
for the UR10e and UR16e it’s ±0.050, while
there’s force detection that supports location,
alignment and indexing of workpieces.
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Gray is clear on one key point: cobots do
not substitute for traditional industrial robots.
“When we speak to people on production
sites, they ask us about the difference
between industrial and collaborative robots.
If you look at a typical production site, you
might see four or five big industrial robots
working away. But you might see 30 people
carrying out small, simple tasks. Those are
the kind of things that collaborative robots
are designed for.” For example, an assembly
of parts that requires parts to be screwed
together once the parts are put together.
A person could use dexterity to pick and
assemble parts, while the cobot could
undertake the placing and fixing of screws.
Human-robot collaboration can boost
productivity by up to 85%, he offers.
This is just what the originators set out to
deliver. Back in the early 2000s, Universal
Robots’ founders specifically looked at why
smaller companies in Denmark weren’t using
robots. They found five reasons, which the
company’s cobots were designed to address
through: fast set-up; easy programming;
collaborative and safe; flexible deployment;
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and fastest payback period (video highlighting
these: www.is.gd/yelowe).
So, on the first and second, out-of-the-box
a cobot can be unpacked, put down and
programmed easily through the company’s
Polyscope software, with a first program
running in under an hour. Says Gray: “We
wanted the robots to be easy to get out of the
box and working quickly to deploy quickly. So,
the robots are all plug-and-play with plugs on
the end of the cable that connect straight into
the control panel. They come pre-loaded with
the software and are pre-calibrated, so
there’s no complicated setup.”
On programming he says: “We have only
three levels of training. We have an online
portal and then two, two-day courses to
become an expert. So, you’re only ever going
to have to invest four days of your time to
become an expert in programming.”
Polyscope is step driven and there are prewritten tools, he goes on, adding that hand
guiding cobots to position is also supported,
which make them very simple and easy to set
up. The programming software is also free –
Universal Robots is the only robot maker to
give its software away free, Gray stresses.
Online eLearning is also offered free,
incidentally, which features nine modules.
Regarding safety, the cobots are designed
to be safe, in accordance with various
international standards, so that’s a given.
Gray highlights that for those wishing to
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UK user Etech
Engineering
Based in Great Harwood, Lancashire,
Etech Engineering is a designer and
manufacturer of bespoke machinery, as
well as offering a machining
subcontracting service taking in
aerospace and defence parts. Wanting to
run a part overnight, both availability and
cost of labour were issues. So, the
company installed a UR5 robot to serve a
Haas ST25 CNC lathe. The robot, which
has a double gripper, is mounted on a
rail attached to the machine, so it can be
moved out of the way for manual loading.
Etech designed its own table to hold
parts, with different fixtures able to be
placed on the table for different parts.
These are picked up and presented to a
datum fixture fitted to the lathe exterior
prior to loading, with finished parts
unloaded into a bin. Says Gray: “What
they found is they got a 40% productivity
gain instantly, because they had a night
shift that basically ran for free. Whenever
they run those parts, they always run
them throughout the night. This frees up
the machine for use in the daytime. And
again, because they made most of the
system themselves, and it was relatively
low cost, they saw a return on
investment in less than 12 months.”
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undertake risk analyses, there are free
guidance notes and risk assessment
templates available online from Robotiq
(www.robotiq.com), for example.
Cobots are also easily moved around a
factory to be deployed where needed. Gray
again: “You can move it around the factory,
doing multiple tasks. So, it’s not just
designed for one specific task. And because
industrial robots have to be fixed, they need a
large amount of space, typically more than
one and a half times the reach to allow for a
safety guard around them. A cobot doesn’t
have guards around it; it doesn’t have a large
footprint. So, if you go to most injection
moulding shops, you’ll see that the machines
are squeezed quite tightly together, so there
isn’t a great deal of floor space to mount a
robot. And that’s one of the advantages that
we have, we’ve got a very, very small
footprint.”
On mobility, he instances one example in
an unnamed company that has its cobot
mounted on a moveable trolly and uses it to
load/unload a CNC machine during the day,
but wheels it away so that it can load/unload
a CMM during the night, because inspection
is a capacity choke point for the company.
Lastly in that five-point list, as regards
payback, between nine and 12 months is the
claim, but to make adoption even easier,
there’s a leasing package offer (below).
More specifically on the details of machine
tending now, and Universal Robots’ cobots
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can be fitted with either a single or double
gripper to handle parts. Parts can be picked
up from [a] a static position, such as from a
gravity feeder [b] a box in which parts are
located at different positions in a grid or [c]
respond to a vison system that locates parts
and sends coordinates to the cobot.
Where a grid system operates, there are
standard programming templates that
support both infeed and outfeed elements.
Stack and destack templates (e.g. press
brakes) are also available. And the cobot’s
force/torque sensor is now complemented by
a new programming command ‘Move Until’,
which allows for repeatable positioning with
respect to some datum or reference point.
As far as feeding devices go, these can be
very simple tables from which parts can be
picked and returned to the same or a
separate location, with devices from UK firm
www.mount-robotics.com given a namecheck.
Also mentioned is Vention, a company that
has a web portal that allows users to design
their cobot/loading/unloading system, with
Vention then producing the profile material
elements that are then shipped for user
assembly. Another company is EasyRobotics
also of Odense, which has standard
Profeeder systems. But companies build
simple load/unload systems them
themselves, too, Gray advises.
Universal Robots’ website features a free
Application Builder that allows users to build
up and then visualise the system in
operation; it even allows
for the download of the
program to replicate the
task with the chosen six
elements (see main
image, p37), along with
‘How To’ cards to guide
various set-up elements.
Outside of the core
task, cobots can also
open and close machine
doors and blow swarf/
coolant of surfaces as
part of their duties.
Ancillary machining tasks
such as deburring are
within their scope, too.
The full online
presentation on machine
tending can be viewed at
www.is.gd/gamati. ■
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EMO Milan British presence; exports to China encouraged; toolmaker benchmarking;
Electrox & Cincinnati Milacron successes; Horn Cutting Tools established;
engineering institutions pull together
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Electrox’s sales. And Birmingham-based Cincinnati Milacron is
celebrating a Queen’s Award for Export Achievement, for its Sabre,
Lancer and Arrow vertical machining centres. The company has 33%
of the UK market for such machines, too.
Master Chemical has bought coolant filtration specialist FSP, with
a new company, Hydroflow Europe, created. The focus for the
company will be solutions, not products, while it will stay focused on
its specialist area. Coincident is the launch of Star Filter, which is
already successful in the US. Capable of six-micron filtration at from
160 to 5,760 gallons/minute, it is retrofittable.
German grooving tool specialist Paul Horn GmbH has opened a
UK facility, in New Milton, Hampshire. It will offer technical support
and manufacturing capacity for modified standard tools.
The growth of computer applications is ever widening, with one of
the latest developments being jig and fixture specialist WDS’ launch
of its Cadalog software. It gives CAD users fast access to the
company’s range of products in 2D digital form.
Big news for the engineering profession is that the 40
engineering institutions have agreed to participate in the
establishment of a new governing body. The existing Engineering
Council will be restructured and form, for the first time, a cohesive
representative body. It will have two boards, one to regulate the
profession, the other to promote it. Today, the Engineering Council
sets and maintains internationally recognised standards of
professional competence and commitment.
In feature articles, we have: that EMO show preview plus
associated international machine tool industry reports for the UK,
Germany, Switzerland, Spain, Italy, China and America; statistical
process control and its computerisation; case studies showing the
benefits of machining centres; a profile of rotor expert Holroyd; Rover
Group’s £3.25bn supplier spend tempered by supplier
rationalisation; control retrofitting; threading technology; plus our
regular subcontracting supplement, which looks at Rover Group’s
activities in more detail. ■
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his issue looks forward to the forthcoming biennial EMO show,
this year being held in Milan, as it will be 25 years on in 2020.
We are highlighting the attendance of 32 British machine tool
builders, but it is rather a drop in the ocean amongst the
1,500-exhibitor total. British machine tool production and trade
figures for the year just gone are little changed on 1993, but there is
an increasing share of CNC machine tools made, exported and
imported. And the UK machine tool industry draws political plaudits
for its improving export performance by finding new markets.
Perhaps no coincidence as the Department of Trade & Industry
(DBEIS today) is encouraging small- and medium-sized British
companies to boost sales to a growing Chinese market. China was
at that time responsible for just 3% of global trade, the US 25%; just
10 years later the figures were 15% each.
In our second issue this month, Japanese improvement
processes are very much in vogue, but we ask whether such tools
from the consensus-style Far East nation can be transplanted to the
UK with its more individualistic culture. We answer our own enquiry
by citing bearing expert RHP, recently acquired by Japan’s NSK and
where a new team-based culture has been developed alongside
successful application of Japanese techniques.
In news, the UK’s toolmaking sector is being encouraged to adopt
the GTMA’s World Class Toolmaking approach to help them become
more efficient.
600 Group’s Electrox
division, a laser marking
th
machine specialist, is
highlighting success with its
most recent device, the
NdYAG-based Scriba. Since
its launch in 1993, more
than 100 have been
delivered – Scriba
represents 50% of
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years ago

Accuracy & repeatability, the science; hexapod technology licensing move; rapid
prototyping/manufacturing gets official association; redundancy-to-success story; Mills
Manufacturing Technologies focuses on solutions; EMO review coverage
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Public release of

▼

PHP–coding
for dynamic web pages
/web pages that work
with databases

Titanium Machining
to Perfection
MonsterMill TCR – ensuring
service life and process reliability

US astronaut Norman Thagard
breaks NASA space
endurance record of 14 days,
1 hour & 16 minutes,
aboard Russian
space station Mir

▼
France
resumes
nuclear tests
in French
Polynesia

▼

Arsenal pays British
record fee of
£7,500,000 for
Inter Milan &
Holland striker
Dennis Bergkamp
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became two and so on as the company developed, with progression,
forming and clipping tools becoming a speciality.
There were many such companies like this that would crop up in
the pages of Machinery. Started by employees made redundant that
applied what they knew to serve those they knew, adopting the
regularly advancing technology of the day and additionally riding the
trend to outsource by the major companies who focused on core
activities and were, in a circular irony, the ones making people
redundant.
The transformation of Mills Manufacturing Technology of Norfolk
from traditional machine tool distributor into a solutions provider is
underway. Successfully so, it seems, with the company reporting
orders for 20 machines valued at £3m+ the previous month.
‘Dedicated to preparing its customers to meet the challenges of the
21st century’, is the company’s tag line, which is headed up by Paul
Rhodes. One of the company’s lines is South Korean Daewoo,
latterly absorbed into Doosan and the brand now sold exclusively in
the UK and Ireland by successor company Mills CNC.
The advantages of preset tooling are promoted by German firm
GWS and its UK agent Floyd Automatic Tooling in another news report
this month. Just as now, reduced set-up time is the payoff,
but the message needs regular repeating.
In feature articles, we have in our first issue a
major story looking at how smart EDM machines
are becoming with technology-of-the-time fuzzy
logic, which basically makes choices in shades of
grey from process feedback. And in contrast to
leading-edge computer wizardry, another article
this month looks at the turret mill, asking ‘how
much longer will they be around?’ Well, they
still are, of course, although DRO is a minimum
fitment. In our second issue, a large
percentage of pages is given over to a 17-page
review of the previous month’s EMO show. ■
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W

e kick off June with a comment about the pitfalls of
machine tool selection, specifically relying on quoted
accuracy and repeatability figures. That’s because there
are different systems in play: Japan’s JIS system; Germany’s VDI; the
UK’s BS; the international ISO; and America’s NMTBA and ANSI/
ASMI. Differences in gathering the data exist, while there are two
fundamental approaches to the processing of the data, statistical
and non-statistical, with the former typically giving larger figures
(implying worse performance). It is complicated, as our three-page
technical article highlights.
Our second comment this month looks at an unusual company
that was promoting its hexapod machine tool technology at last
month’s EMO show in Milan. UK-based, but headquartered elsewhere
in Europe, Geodetic Technology International Bv was not at the show
to sell machines but to license its hexapod machine design
elements. While licensing is not unusual in the machine tool industry,
this licensing-only approach at such a show backed by a glossy
promotional package plus on-hand lawyer is highly unusual, we say.
Geodetic is not an established machine tool builder, though, and
licensing is its sole focus. Hexapod technology does not take off in
the way it is hoped, however.
In news, we reveal the establishment of the Rapid Prototyping and
Manufacturing Association and also note that the UK Computer
Aided Rapid Prototyping (CARP) project has produced what is claimed
to be the most complex part yet made via laminated object
manufacturing (LOM). The model is of a Volkswagen car gearbox,
which in total contains 3,000 surfaces. A prototype catalytic
converter has been another part produced, which was used as a
casting pattern.
We have details of a successful company started by a maderedundant Rolls-Royce engineer that set up a draughting business,
bought Delcam CADCAM software and was prompted to provide a full
design to manufacturing service by customers, resulting in the
purchase of a rebuilt Huron CNC machining centre. One machine

Pauline Clare
appointed Chief
Constable of Lancashire
Constabulary; first
woman to hold the office

25

▼

South Africa wins the
1995 Rugby World
Cup, defeating New
Zealand 15-12 in the
final at Ellis Park,
Johannesburg
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